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Abstract:
The national demand for kidney transplantation far outweighs the supply of kidney organs.
Currently a patient’s ability to receive a kidney transplant varies depending on where they seek
transplantation. This reality is in direct conflict with a federal mandate from the Department of
Health and Human Services. We analyze current kidney allocation and develop an alternative
kidney sharing strategy using a multi-period linear optimization model, KSHARE. KSHARE
aims to improve geographic equity in kidney transplantation while also respecting transplant
system constraints and priorities. KSHARE is tested against actual 2000-2009 kidney allocation
using Organ Procurement and Transplant Network data. Geographic equity is represented by
minimizing the range in kidney transplant rates around local areas of the country. In 2009, less
than 25% of standard criteria donor kidneys were allocated beyond the local area of
procurement, and Donor Service Area kidney transplantation rates varied from 3.0% to 30.0%,
for an overall range of 27.0%. Given optimal sharing of kidneys within 600 miles of procurement
for 2000-2009, kidney transplant rates vary from 5.0% to 12.5% around the country for an
overall kidney transplant range of 7.5%. Nationally sharing kidneys optimally between local
areas only further decreases the transplant rate range by 1.7%. Enhancing the practice of
sharing kidneys by the KSHARE kidney sharing model may increase geographic equity in
kidney transplantation.

1. Introduction
End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) affects over 700,000 patients in the United States
(US), with a three-fold rise in prevalence over the past decade (1). ESRD patients can receive
treatment in two forms: dialysis and kidney transplantation. Compared to dialysis, kidney
transplantation offers patients increased quality of life and decreased morbidity and mortality (211). Unfortunately, kidney transplantation demand far outweighs the supply of available kidney
organs. While over 94,000 patients are currently waiting for a kidney transplant, only 16,813
patients received a kidney transplant in 2011 (12, 13).
The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) oversees the procurement and allocation
of all organs for transplantation within the Organ Procurement and Transplant Network (14).
Since kidney transplant recipient outcomes improve with lessened time between procurement
and transplantation, the country is subdivided to facilitate quick organ placement (15). The
country is first divided into 11 UNOS groupings, which are groupings of neighboring states.
Each region is further divided into 58 Donor Service Areas (DSAs) to facilitate all organ donation
and allocation in their local area (16). Kidney allocation policy currently allocates a donated
kidney first to patients in the same DSA of procurement (local allocation), then if necessary to
patients in the same UNOS region of procurement (regional allocation), and ultimately nationally
(national allocation) (16). Each DSA maintains its own kidney transplant waitlist. Patients are
prioritized on each waitlist primarily based on their time on the transplant waitlist with some
minor exceptions to increase transplant access for pediatric, multi-organ, and highly sensitized
patients for whom it is more difficult to find a suitable kidney for transplantation (16).
A patient seeking transplantation does not necessarily have to list for transplantation in
the DSA they reside in (17). A patient’s waiting time to transplantation can vary by over four
years depending on where they choose to seek transplantation (18). This geographic disparity

has been increasing over time with respect to transplant waiting time, as well as transplant
rates, waitlist mortality rates, and kidney quality (19). Given this geographic disparity, affluent
patients, who are capable of traveling anywhere in the country for transplantation, can list for
transplant in short waiting time DSAs to reduce their time to transplantation (20). UNOS is
aware of this present inequity. In 1998, the Department of Health and Human Services
released their “Final Rule” on organ transplantation, specifically disallowing geographic
inequities (21). Since this ruling, UNOS has debated changes to allocation policy, but to date
no changes to the geographic allocation strategy have been imposed (22).
While the transplant community agrees that the geographic equity issue needs to be
addressed, many have reservations about changing current policy and have blocked finding a
consensus to change (23). The American Society of Transplant Surgeons (ASTS) stated in
2009, “Whatever changes in kidney allocation policy are put forward, open and frequent
communication, presentation and publication in peer-reviewed venues and careful planning for
transition can go a long way to allay these fears… smaller stepwise implementation of changes
may provide time for observation and stabilization of the system without a complete disruption of
patients” (24). This statement embodies the transplant systems sentiment towards changes in
geographic allocation policy. First, DSAs worry about the impact wider sharing will have on
local kidney donation rates and their ability to transplant patients listed in their areas (25).
Second, with thousands of patients currently awaiting transplantation (12), patients and policy
makers alike worry about how wide-sweeping changes to allocation policy can be integrated into
the current system without greatly affecting each currently listed patient’s experience in the
system (24). Finally, all changes to allocation policy must survive an extensive public comment
approval period, where patients, transplant clinicians, policy makers, and the general public
alike must clearly understand and approve of changes (26). Therefore, large, complex changes
have traditionally not successfully been implemented (27).

A possible alternative to the kidney sharing framework proposed in this paper is to
redesign all 11 UNOS regions to reduce geographic disparity. The regional redesign has been
studied for liver (Stahl et al (28), Kong et al (29), and Gentry et al (30)). These works model the
transplant system as a redistricting problem, similar to that used in political redistricting (31), to
suggest a different regrouping of DSAs to form new UNOS regions.

While geographic

redesign preserves the general structure of geographic kidney allocation policy, it would impose
a substantial change to the current UNOS system, which would be difficult (27). First, this
change would be an immediate, non-incremental modification to the current system. As a
result, it would greatly impact the experience of currently waitlisted patients and other
stakeholders. Second, the regional patient population characteristics may change over time,
which will require repeated restructuring of a complex system involving multiple stakeholders.
Our approach is different in many aspects since our primary focus is kidney
transplantation. Kidney allocation differs from liver allocation because kidneys can tolerate a
longer time from procurement to transplantation (cold ischemic time, or CIT), with an average
CIT of 18 hours versus 8 hours, respectively (32). Therefore, kidneys can be allocated over
farther distances than livers and hence do not need to rely as heavily on the regional allocation
structure. This reality has led to a debate in the transplant community between those who urge
for a national kidney transplant waitlist to facilitate national kidney sharing and those who urge
that kidneys should still be prioritized for local allocation to benefit their local populations (25).
The KSHARE strategy studied in this paper addresses the equity over time. This has
three major advantages: (1) It does not shock the current system abruptly; (2) Since regions are
not redesigned, should unintended consequences arise, it will be easier to handle them by
simply adjusting the fraction of shared organs across DSA, and (3) KSHARE strategy can be
designed for an adaptive implementation with a gradual phase in, first within limited set of DSA
before scaling it to the entire nation.

The KSHARE strategy studied in this paper is also motivated from past evidence, where
establishing partnerships among DSA seem to have helped reduce disparity within certain
states, and then maintain low disparity levels over time. UNOS approved a statewide sharing
variance for Florida (FL) and Tennessee (TN) in the early 1990s. This variance allowed for
kidneys that are not allocated locally in the DSA of procurement, to be offered to other DSAs in
the same state prior to regional and national allocation. Statewide sharing was markedly
successful at decreasing the geographic disparity in the states in which it was implemented
(33). The success of statewide sharing provides evidence that small structural changes to
kidney allocation policy can result in significant improvements in geographic equity. KSHARE
maintains features that are based on current organ usage and sharing practice. Specifically,
KSHARE operates under the assumption that only those kidneys not currently allocated locally
are eligible for wider sharing. Its key feature is that it redirects kidneys that are not used locally
to DSAs with longer waiting times. Our model and study in this paper is intended to provide a
system-level view, rather than offering a patient-level allocation policy that attempts to balances
equity and utility (e.g., see Zenios et al (34), Su and Zenios (35,36), and Akan et al (37).
The KSHARE model discussed later also intends to study the possibility of improving
national equity by sharing kidneys at various scales of local sharing (different radii of the sharing
circle). On the other extreme, a national kidney sharing strategy has also been proposed by
putting all patients on a single list (25). Unfortunately, it is not practical due to the biological
limitations. Patient biological material is matched before a potential recipient is offered a
procured kidney. The matching of the biological material for patients on a single list requires
that all the biological material from all listed patients, as well as, donor kidney be present at a
central location. This will require material from the procured kidneys to be flown to this central
location before offering it to a patient. Bringing the material to a central location will add many
hours to the time a procured kidney is out of a donor’s body before being placed into a recipient

(called cold ischemic time (CIT)). The donated kidney quality worsens with CIT, which impacts
overall kidney transplant outcomes (15). Bringing the biological material from patients to a
central location is also not practical because of added logistical costs. There are other
administrative reasons (e.g., insurance, patient pre and post-transplant checkup, etc.) that
prevent a patient to fly into a centralized location for transplant. The above discussion provides
the rationale used for the local-regional-national policy currently followed by UNOS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally introduces our
alternative kidney sharing approach as well as the KSHARE model formulation. Section 3
provides a feasibility study of the KSHARE model in comparison to the actual kidney organ
allocation policy using retrospective OPTN kidney transplant system data. Section 4 concludes
the paper with a discussion of our results and outlines future research.

2. Methods
2.1. Overview of Approach
According to current kidney allocation policy, kidneys offered regionally and nationally
are not prioritized for allocation in any specific DSA (16). We modify this portion of the policy as
follows. Donated kidneys are still prioritized for local allocation. Prior to regional allocation,
however, kidneys are offered to patients in certain DSAs that have a sharing partnership with
the procuring DSA. By adding this prioritization, our primary goal is to optimally improve
geographic equity over time. A secondary goal is to limit the number of sharing partnerships to
be formed between DSAs to keep system implementation practical. Further, evidence that a
limited number of sharing partnerships is more effective at reducing geographic inequity is given
in (33), where we find that states with only two DSAs improved in geographic equity more
rapidly than within states with four DSAs.

2.2. Kidney Sharing Strategy and Modeling Background
There is no general consensus on the definition of geographic equity in kidney
transplantation. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) responded to the “Final Rule” (20), suggesting
that kidney transplant rate was a meaningful indicator for equitable access to kidney
transplantation (38). Annual kidney transplant rates are calculated for each DSA as the ratio
between the number of annual kidney transplants in a DSA and the number of patients listed
within the same DSA at the beginning of that year:

.

KSHARE aims to achieve its goals of improving equity while respecting the beliefs of the
transplant community. First, only kidneys currently shared outside the DSA of procurement are
eligible for reallocation in KSHARE, respecting the current system priority to not change current
local allocation practices (25). Second, equity is achieved over many years, so as to not
present a large, quick change to current local allocation practices (24). This was also the case
in states implementing the Statewide Sharing local allocation variance (33). Finally, over this
long phase-in period, sharing partnerships between DSAs will stay as consistent as possible to
not present complex and variable sharing strategies for DSAs to follow (27).
Each DSA in the Continental US is located based on the location of their designated
Organ Procurement Organization (OPO). An optimization model is used to find appropriate
sharing partnerships, and understand the implications of the partnership arrangement on
improving transplant rate equity. Since an objective of our study to understand the implication
of “local partnerships” and “national partnerships”, a distance metric is used to parameterize our
model for constraining the region in which DSA partnerships are allowed to form. The distance
between any two DSAs is approximated by the straight line distance between two DSA’s
corresponding OPOs. Given a pre-determined sharing radius of r miles, we define for each
DSA the set of DSAs within r miles of the DSA. This will be a DSA’s potential sharing partner

set. For example, in Figure 1, the procuring DSA may share kidneys with a DSA having an
OPO within the radius, DSAs 1, 2, or 3, but may not share them with DSA 4. From this set of
potential sharing partners, KSHARE determines the optimal partnerships to be formed to
minimize geographic inequity among all DSAs.
The kidney sharing radius of r allows for flexibility for the transplant community to decide
on the appropriate distance for continual sharing. If geographic proximity is very important, then
r is set small to allow kidney sharing only between geographically close DSAs. If distance is not
important, then r is set larger to allow kidney sharing across longer distances.
2.3. KSHARE Formulation
KSHARE is a multi-period, linear, mixed integer optimization model that aims to
minimize the range in kidney transplant rates among the DSAs after T years while maintaining
consistent and stable DSA sharing partnerships during the T years of KSHARE implementation.
We aim to create geographic equity after T years to following the preference of the ASTS
towards phased-in changes over time (24). We now outline the KSHARE model formulation.
2.3.1. Model Assumptions
We make five assumptions about the present kidney transplantation system. First, we
focus on DSAs in the Continental US and exclude the two DSAs based in Hawaii and Puerto
Rico since their distance from other DSAs introduces significant bias to the results. Second,
waitlisted patient growth and annual kidney procurement per DSA for each year is assumed to
be the same as that in actual retrospective data. Third, KSHARE ignores the stochastic and
time-varying nature of the system. In reality, we do not know the effect our change in policy will
have on waitlisting and procurement rates. Fourth, the model treats all patients equally and
does not focus on racial, age, and other patient subgroups individually. Realistically, patients of
different minority subgroups are not prioritized differently on the transplant waitlist, so in

stabilizing the overall DSA kidney transplant rate, we intend to stabilize the rate across all
patient groups. Fifth, KSHARE assumes that if a kidney is offered to a DSA, then a patient in
that DSA will accept. In practice, a kidney may be offered to multiple DSAs prior to finding a
willing recipient, but since we limit our feasibility study to standard criteria donor (SCD) kidneys
that are traditionally easy to place, this practice is minimal (39). Sixth, we ignore blood type
compatibility, which is left to future research.
In all these aspects, the current KSHARE model should be considered preliminary.
However, our model does provide a framework from which to develop more advanced
stochastic simulation optimization models to reduce geographic disparity nationally and among
specific patient subgroups (40).
2.3.2. Optimization Model Formulation
The mixed integer optimization model for our problem is given in (1-12). In Objective (1),
our goal is to achieve a feasible sharing assignment with minimal differences in sharing partners
and sharing percentages over the phase-in period. Retaining a consistent sharing strategy is
imperative for implementation. Constraint (2) sets the initial waiting list sizes in each DSA, while
Constraint (3) updates the resulting listed population in each DSA at the beginning of each year
due to allocation procedure developed in the previous year. In Constraint (4), the total number
of transplants within DSA during year is calculated. Constraint (5) restrains the amount of
kidney sharing from DSA during year to be equal to the total amount of procured kidney
organs at DSA during year , while constraint (6) maintains the current level of local allocation.
By Constraint (7), the final, year T, transplant rate is restrained to be within the forced equitable
transplant range. We aim to achieve equity by the end of year T so as to not force equity to
occur immediately, but instead be improved over time. It will not be possible to maintain a
consistent reduction in disparity each year since we maintain the current local allocation levels.
Constraint (8) determines whether two DSAs are sharing partners throughout the sharing

process. If the model deems it optimal for DSA to share with DSA , then
equal to one.

is forced to be

is otherwise forced to be equal to zero since the objective of the model is to

minimize the number of sharing partnerships. In Constraint (9), the percentage of DSA ’s
supply shared with DSA in year is calculated. Constraint (10) determines the range in
sharing quantity differences between DSA and DSA over the phase-in period. Finally,
Constraints (11) and (12) ensure non-negativity and binary constraints on model variables.
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2.3.3. Parameters and Variables
Parameters: Define the set as the set of all continental US DSAs. For each DSA , define a
set

which represents the set of all DSAs, including DSA which lie within a feasible,

predefined sharing distance
Additionally, let
during year , and let

from DSA . Let T represent the final year of the phase-in period.

represent the number of donated kidneys procured for transplantation
represent the percentage of such procurement which is typically

allocated within a DSA each year. Let

represent the total number of listed patients currently

waiting within DSA at the beginning of the phase-in period, year 0, and let
growth in the transplant waitlist in DSA during year . Let

represent the

represent the calibrated

upper and lower limits on the range of allowable transplant rates to be achieved by the end of
year T. These parameters are calibrated to enforce maximal increases in geographic equity
while maintaining model feasibility. Due to the size of this model, it is not feasible to solve a
non-linear model that allows these parameters to be variable. Therefore to maintain model
linearity, these upper and lower limits are iteratively tightened to the minimal range in DSA
kidney transplant rates that does not cause model infeasibility. Finally, let φ represent a
conversion factor of 10-8.
Variables: Define
of year . Let

to represent the total waitlisted population within DSA at the beginning
and

represent the minimum and maximum percentage of DSA ’s kidney

procurement shared with DSA during any year of the phase-in period.

Further, let

denote the number of donated kidneys transplanted in DSA are allocated in year . Let
represent the number of kidneys procured in DSA and transplanted in DSA during year and
define

as a binary variable equal to 1 if DSA ever allocates a portion of its supply to DSA

throughout the phase-in timeframe. Finally, let

represent the percentage of DSA ’s

procurement supply shared with DSA during year . Given

and

is a scaling

parameter, our multi-period model is formulated as follows. The inclusion of a constant

in the

model is a commonly used technique in linear optimization (41).
Post-optimization using CPLEX (42), the transplant rate for each DSA for year is
calculated by:
any two DSAs, and , is captured in
3. Results

. Also, the annual kidney sharing strategy between
for all years .

We test the feasibility and potential impact of KSHARE in comparison to actual SCD
kidney allocation during 2000-2009. KSHARE is phased-in during the ten year period from
2000 to 2009. The choice of a ten year period was motivated from the analysis in Davis,
Mehrotra, et al. (2013) (33). Davis, Mehrotra, et al. (2013) analyzed the implications of a
statewide sharing variance that was given in the 1990s to the state of Tennessee and Florida.
The statewide sharing variance allowed FL and TN to share non-locally used kidneys with the
DSA within the state prior to offering it to the region. The analysis showed that a large portion of
the reduction in disparity in Tennessee was achieved over five years, while that in Florida
achieved over ten years. In fact, the analysis in Davis, Mehrotra, et al. (2013) shows that the
disparity in other states with a similar number of DSAs either became worse, or the
improvements were significantly less over the eighteen year period 1991-1999, for which the
data was analyzed. The same number of kidney transplants occurs in the KSHARE and the
actual SCD kidney allocation. The difference is that a fraction of kidneys are directed for
transplant in a different DSA.

We now compare the range and the ratio between the maximum

and minimum DSA kidney transplant rates in the actual system, and the KSHARE based
solution for each year between 2000 and 2009.
3.1. 2000-2009 OPTN Data
OPTN Standard Transplant and Research organ procurement and waitlisted patient
information was analyzed during 2000-2009 (43,44). Annual SCD kidney procurement and
transplantations, aggregated over all blood types, was calculated per DSA. The initial DSA
kidney waitlist population was taken on January 1, 2000. The annual growth of a DSA’s kidney
waitlist size was taken for each year as the number of new kidney waitlist registrations minus
the number of waitlist deaths. Patients who were removed from the waitlist for other reasons
(e.g. living donor transplant, multiple-organ transplant, extended criteria donor transplant, or
decided against transplantation) were excluded from the entire study population.

3.2. Effect of Kidney Sharing Radius
Optimal KSHARE kidney allocation was determined for feasible sharing radii from 370 to
2,700 miles. Sharing radii below 370 miles allows some DSAs to retain more procured kidneys
over the ten year period than is necessary to transplant their entire local waitlisted patient
population. A sharing radius of 2,700 miles is sufficiently large to allow for national kidney
sharing. Table 1 gives the range in DSA kidney transplant rates in the terminal phase-in year
(2009), for all sharing radii analyzed: r = 370, 450, 500, 550, 600, 900, 1,200, 1,500, and 2,700
miles.
Actual DSA kidney transplant rates varied in 2009 by 26.9%, from 3.0% to 29.9%. As
the kidney sharing radius increases from 370 to 2,700 miles, the range in DSA kidney transplant
rates falls from 25.7% to 5.8%. The incremental benefit in geographic equity, measured by a
reduction in DSA kidney transplant rate range, diminishes as the kidney sharing radius
increases. Extending the kidney sharing radius from 600 to 2,700 miles only reduces the range
in DSA kidney transplant rates from 7.5% to 5.8%. We therefore focus the rest of this section
on 600 miles KSHARE kidney sharing results.
3.3. Kidney Allocation Comparison: Actual versus KSHARE Kidney Sharing
In Table 2, we find a gradual reduction in DSA kidney transplant rate range from 2000 to
2009 according to KSHARE sharing. However, the magnitude of improvement varies from one
year to another. A steady reduction is not attainable because the growth in waitlist registrations
and kidney procurement varies over the ten years while DSA sharing partnerships remain
consistent each year. In 2009, 600 mile KSHARE DSA kidney transplant rates range by 7.5%
while actual DSA kidney transplant rates range by 26.9%. We point out that even though the
range in actual DSA kidney transplant rates fall from 49.4% to 26.9% over time, this is because
transplant rates have reduced naturally due to increased waitlist sizes. The ratio between the

maximum and minimum DSA kidney transplant rates remained relatively stable under current
allocation. KSHARE allocation reduces this ratio from 7.9 to 2.5, a threefold improvement in
geographic equity.
It is of note that a significant reduction in DSA kidney transplant rate range is
unattainable at the end of ten year phase-in period. This is because KSHARE maintains current
local allocation levels, creates a consistent kidney sharing policy, and sharing is restricted to
600 miles. However, since improvement is gained each year of the phase-in period, it is
probable that over a longer period, geographic equity would continue to improve. Significant
transplant rate equity will also be possible if the current local usage levels of a procured kidney
are allowed to change.
We now comment on the simplified sharing structure generated from the KSHARE
model (Figure 2). Currently, kidneys procured but not transplanted locally are accepted by an
average of 19 other DSAs each year. By 600 mile KSHARE kidney allocation, no DSA shares
kidneys with more than three geographically close DSAs. This creation of a small number of
stable sharing partnerships may potentially have increased efficiency implications. Finally, the
600 mile KSHARE model increases the percentage of kidneys retained for local allocation from
76% to 79%.
4. Discussion
The preliminary results show that directed kidney sharing between DSAs can lessen the
range in DSA kidney transplant rates from 26.9% to 7.5% over a ten year period. This result is
achieved by only sharing between DSAs within 600 miles of each other rather than requiring
national kidney sharing, which only further reduces the range in kidney transplant rates to 5.8%
by 2009. In order to validate our results in this paper we performed a simulation study using the
KSIM model described in (45). One hundred replications of KSIM model were performed.

Table 3 summarizes the disparity in the actual system and that those from the mean taken over
the hundred replications. A comparison with results in Table 2 shows that the disparity
observed from the deterministic optimization model, and that observed from the simulated
system using the parameters of the deterministic optimization model are similar at the end of the
ten year duration. Using the parameters recommended by the optimization model, we also
calculated in-state (when multiple DSA are present within a state) and within region disparity in
transplant rate. The transplant rate disparity was calculated by taking the ratio of the maximum
transplant rate to the minimum transplant rate at a DSA within a state (region). The results of
the actual system and those obtained from KSHARE are given in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
These results show that KSHARE disparity in all states except FL and TN is better than the
actual, and has improved consistently. Recall that FL and TN received a statewide sharing
variance in 1991 and 1992 respectively, and consequently, the DSAs within FL and TN were
already sharing kidneys between 1991-1999 within the state prior to sending them to the region.
Note that the total number of transplants in the new system does not change. A reason
for improvements in kidney transplant rate equity is that KSHARE directs more kidneys to the
DSAs with smaller transplant rates, instead of letting any DSA within the region or the nation
have access to the kidney that is not used locally. Consequently, it provides a better balance
between the supply and the demand at each DSA. Since the model only allows sharing of a
limited fraction of the kidneys which would have been shared since no matched recipient was
found locally, the improvement in equity takes place gradually over time. Nevertheless, the
results suggest that improvement in inequity can be achieved without requiring a major
realignment of regions or placing increased sharing burden on any one area of the country. In
creating stable DSA sharing partnerships between nearby DSAs, we may also increase the
efficiency of kidney organ placements over time, and thereby improve kidney transplant
recipient outcomes due to faster kidney placement (15). One may suspect that KSHARE

approach will cluster the DSAs. The KSHARE framework will not formally cluster DSAs into
sets, because in an actual practical implementation, the policy derived from KSHARE model can
be adapted over time after the equity issue has been resolved. More advanced policies based
on advanced randomized versions of KSHARE are possible. For example, only a fraction of
organs shared with a DSA will only be shared by generating a “random number”, while the
remaining will be used as usual.
5. Concluding Remarks
We have presented a framework for improving geographical equity in kidney transplant
based on directing a fraction of the kidneys to donor service areas with small transplant rates.
The fraction of directed kidneys to a donor service area are determined by an optimization
model. The results from our study should be considered preliminary, and a step towards
understanding the potential impact of organ sharing policies on geographic disparity. Future
research aims to incorporate these additional measures of fairness, and extend our KSHARE
model without our preliminary modeling assumptions. The discussion in the results section
assumes a ten year period for improving geographic equity. In practice, this period will be
chosen through discussions in the UNOS kidney committee. A more realistic model will
consider the stochastic nature of the patient and organ arrival process, as well as improving
geographic equity across different blood-types, patient ethnicity, socioeconomic status, kidney
quality, and equity achieved over time different time periods. In addition, further modeling will
incorporate differences in transplant center behavior. It is known that transplant centers differ in
their acceptance of kidneys for transplantation that are poor in quality and can be more or less
selective as to the type of patients they transplant (39). Current analysis makes a retrospective
assumption on patient and kidney procurement dynamics. With ESRD prevalence changing (1),
advanced KSHARE models must be robust against variability in future waitlisting and kidney
procurement dynamics. Further, while transplant rate was proposed by the IOM as a realistic

geographic equity measure (38), other geographic equity measures need to be explored.
Alternative measures of fairness include the waiting time to transplant, population mortality rate
while waiting for transplant, transplanted kidney quality, and graft survival rates (19). Finally,
the sharing radius concept does not prioritize DSA sharing partnerships that are within the same
state or UNOS region. In the past, local allocation variances have never involved DSAs that are
in different UNOS regions. The above model limitations of KSHARE kidney sharing strategy are
currently being pursued by us in the framework of a simulation-optimization model. Our
preliminary findings suggest that the broader conclusions of this paper that local sharing
partnerships can significantly improve geographical equity continue to hold across multiple
equity measures. We are finding that achieving transplant rate equity also results in a reduction
of waiting time to transplant. This results in a significant saving in quality adjusted life years.
Additionally, our research suggests that directed sharing of low quality kidneys will result in
significant improvement in cold ischemic time for placing such kidneys. However, while
developing a model under more realistic assumptions, we think that the research community
may find our current modeling paradigm and the policy insights from our preliminary KSHARE
kidney sharing model useful.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1: KSHARE Kidney Transplant Rates by Sharing Radius (2009)
Sharing
Radius (miles) Range (%)
∆ (%)
∂
370 4.3 - 30.0
25.7
7.0
450 4.5 - 15.0
10.5
3.3
500 4.6 - 12.5
7.9
2.7
550 4.8 - 12.5
7.7
2.6
600 5.0 - 12.5
7.5
2.5
900 5.8 - 12.5
6.7
2.2
1,200 6.3 - 12.5
6.2
2.0
1,500 6.5 - 12.4
5.9
1.9
2,700 6.6 - 12.4
5.8
1.9
Year 2009 3.0 - 29.9
26.9
10.0
∆=
∂=

Table 2: Comparison of Actual and 600 mile KSHARE Optimized Transplant Rates (20002009)
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
∆=
∂=

Actual Allocation
Range (%)
∆ (%)
5.1 - 54.5
49.4
5.1 - 54.6
49.5
5.5 - 45.0
39.5
4.7 - 44.1
39.4
4.0 - 60.3
56.3
3.9 - 45.8
42.0
4.3 - 49.6
45.3
4.4 - 37.7
33.3
4.0 - 29.5
25.5
3.0 - 30.0
27.0

∂
10.6
10.8
8.2
9.4
15
11.9
11.5
8.6
7.3
10

KSHARE Allocation
Range (%) ∆ (%)
∂
6.9 – 54.5
47.6
7.9
5.9 – 40.3
34.4
6.9
5.5 – 38.3
32.8
6.9
5.4 – 37.1
31.7
6.9
5.0 – 31.8
26.8
6.4
4.4 – 25.1
20.7
5.7
5.3 – 25.9
20.6
4.9
4.4 – 23.4
19.0
5.3
4.8 – 23.0
18.2
4.8
5.0 – 12.5
7.5
2.5

Table 3: Comparison of Actual and 600 mile KSHARE Optimized Transplant Rates Using
a Simulation Model (2000-2009)
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
∆=

Actual Allocation
Range (%)
∆ (%)
5.1 - 54.5
49.4
5.1 - 54.6
49.5
5.5 - 45.0
39.5
4.7 - 44.1
39.4
4.0 - 60.3
56.3
3.9 - 45.8
42.0
4.3 - 49.6
45.3
4.4 - 37.7
33.3
4.0 - 29.5
25.5
3.0 - 30.0
27.0

∂
10.6
10.8
8.2
9.4
15
11.9
11.5
8.6
7.3
10

KSIM KSHARE Allocation
Range (%) ∆ (%)
∂
5.0 – 51.8
46.8
10.4
4.6 – 50.2
45.6
10.8
5.2 – 43.1
37.9
8.3
5.2 – 40.2
35.0
7.7
5.0 – 35.6
30.6
7.1
4.2 – 29.9
25.7
7.1
4.7 – 26.4
21.7
5.6
4.7 – 16.9
12.2
3.6
4.4 – 15.4
11.0
3.5
4.9 – 13.1
8.2
2.7

∂=

Table 4: Comparison of Actual and KSHARE Optimized Transplant Rate Disparity with
States with more than One DSA (2000-2009). The disparity ratio ∂ =
calculated within each state with more than one DSAs.
State
CA
FL
NC
NY
OH
PA
TN
TX
WI

ACTUAL
2000 2009
2.495
2.598
2.090
10.260
4.208
2.271
1.024
1.837
1.193

2.847
1.455
1.825
2.186
2.552
1.911
1.385
4.492
3.177

KSHARE
2000 2009
2.437
3.374
1.027
7.348
5.049
1.507
1.410
2.137
1.123

1.003
1.830
1.000
1.850
2.500
1.021
1.183
2.474
1.330

is

Table 5: Comparison of Actual and KSHARE Optimized Transplant Rate Disparity with
Regions (2000-2009). The disparity ratio ∂ =
ACTUAL

is calculated within region.
KSHARE

Region
2000
2009 2000 2009
1
1.783
1.051 1.525 1.000
2
4.059
2.181 1.945 2.154
3
3.834
8.323 4.634 2.340
4
1.837
5.854 2.473 2.474
5
7.434 10.576 4.480 2.500
6
2.271
1.665 2.237 1.012
7
1.554
3.379 1.448 1.491
8
3.017
2.831 2.972 2.402
9 10.260
2.186 7.348 1.850
10
4.268
2.552 5.049 2.500
11
2.865
3.002 3.172 2.500

Figure 1: Sharing Network for an Arbitrary DSA

Figure 2: Actual versus 600 Mile KSHARE DSA Sharing Partnerships (2009)

